
For Itap, meeting its customers is a fundamental thing.
In this jubilee 2022, Itap has organised and will organise many company visits for customers and many dedicated 
demo days.

What are Demos?
Itap sees them as mini fairs:
Area Managers, with an Itap stand, products and coordinated advertising material, hold demo days at customer outlets.
Here they have the opportunity to present products, offer entertainment, conviviality and hand out gadgets.

A great way for Itap to make itself known and remain in the minds of its distributors’ customers.
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The uncertain and ever-changing scenery of the pandemic has 
forced companies to abandon traditional habits to cope with the 
constraints imposed, but without giving up growth or doing what 
they can to keep going.

One of these is precisely the participation in digital fairs: mediatised 
events without a physical location, which take place on the web 
and persist despite the return of in-person events.
The differences from a traditional event are obvious: virtual spaces 
are created instead of physical stands, negotiations and meetings 
are initiated via video calls, and the user views products and 
evaluates services online.

In itap we love to meet people in presence, to be able to shake 
hands and talk vis-a-vis, but can digital trade fairs ever replace 
traditional ones?

Itap has already participated in the digital version of ISH 2021 and 
MCE 2021 and will participate in MCE digital 2022 at the same time 
as the live fair.

After MCE we will see you again at the fair!
Here are the next dates in 2022.

ESSEN, 6-9 september 2022 PARIS, 3-6 october 2022 JAKARTA, 5-7 october 2022

DID YOU KNOW THAT...?
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